These books have been previously put on library reserve and/or listed in the syllabus for the course indicated. Use the call number after the title and author to find the book on our library shelves.

### COURSE: CONFLICT RESOLUTION ACROSS CULTURES

- **A force more powerful: a century of nonviolent conflict** / Peter Ackerman and Jack DuVall - HM 1281 .A25 2000
- **Building peace: sustainable reconciliation in divided societies** / John Paul Lederach - KZ 5538 .L43 1997
- **Business arbitration—what you need to know** / Robert Coulson - KF9085.C65 1986
- **Contemporary conflict resolution: the prevention, management and transformation of deadly conflicts** / Oliver Ramsbotham, Tom Woodhouse, and Hugh Miall - JZ 6010 .R26 2016
- **Facilitator's guide to participatory decision-making** / Sam Kaner, with Lenny Lind ... [etc.] - O/S HD 30.23 .K2753 1996
- **Games of strategy** / Avinash Dixit, Susan Skeath - HB144.D59 2004
- **Getting to yes: negotiating agreement without giving in** / Roger Fisher and William Ury - BF 637 .N4 F57 2011
- **Maternal thinking: toward a politics of peace** / Sara Ruddick - F17 B 105 .P4 R83 1989
- **Mediate, don't litigate: how to resolve disputes quickly, privately, and inexpensively--without going to court** / Peter Lovenheim - KF9084 .L68 1989
- **Mediation Ethics: Cases and Commentaries** / Ellen Waldman, Editor - KF9084.M435 2011
- **Mindfulness for teachers: simple skills for peace and productivity in the classroom** / Patricia A. Jennings - LB1025.3.J43 2015
- **Moving beyond icebreakers: an innovative approach to group facilitation, learning, and action** / Stanley Pollack with Mary Fusoni - HM751.P65 2005
- **No enemies, no hatred: selected essays and poems** / Liu Xiaobo ; edited by Perry Link, Tienchi Martin-Liao, and Liu Xia - PL2879.X53A2 2012
- **Peace education: how we come to love and hate war** / Nel Noddings - JZ5534.N63 2012
• Peacemaking: from practice to theory / Susan Allen Nan, Zachariah Cherian Mampilly, and Andrea Bartoli, editors - IZ5538.P3744 2012 v.1 & v.2
• Preparing for peace: conflict transformation across cultures / John Paul Lederach - JX 1255 .L43 1996
• Restorative justice, reconciliation, and peacebuilding / edited by Jennifer J. Llewellyn and Daniel Philpott - HV8688.R4945 2014
• The contemporary conflict resolution reader / [edited by] Tom Woodhouse, Hugh Miall, Oliver Ramsbotham and Christopher Mitchel - HM1126.C66 2015
• The mediation process: practical strategies for resolving conflict / Christopher W. Moore - HM 1126 .M667 2003
• The mediator’s handbook / Jennifer E. Beer with Eileen stief; developed by Friends Conflict Resolution Programs - O/S BF 637 .N4 .B44 1997
• The Pentagon’s new map: war and peace in the twenty-first century / Thomas P.M. Barnett - UA23.B337 2004
• The promise of mediation: the transformative approach to conflict / Robert A. Baruch Bush, Joseph P. Folger - HM 1126 .B87 2005
• The ways of peace: a philosophy of peace as action / Gray Cox - JX 1952 .C67 1986
• Towards a just world peace: perspectives from social movements / editors, Saul H. Mendlovitz, R.B.J. Walker - JX 1952 .T66 1987
• Understanding peace: a comprehensive introduction / Michael A. Fox - B105.P4F69 2014
• Working across cultures / John Hooker - HM1211.H66 2004

COURSE: CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL MOVEMENT STRATEGIES

• A force more powerful: a century of nonviolent conflict / Peter Ackerman and Jack DuVall - HM 1281 .A25 2000
• Activists beyond borders: advocacy networks in international politics / Margaret E. Keck and Kathryn Sikkink - JF 529 .K43 1998
• Albion’s seed: four British folkways in America / by David Hackett Fischer - E 169.1 .F539 1989 V.1
• Asia’s environmental movements: comparative perspectives / Yok-shiu F. Lee and Alvin Y. So, editors - GE 199 .A78 A784 1999
• Blessed unrest: how the largest movement in the world came into being, and why no one saw it coming / Paul Hawken - GE 195 .H388 2007
• Bolivia: processes of change / John Crabtree and Ann Chaplin - F 3327 .C728 2013
• Decoding liberation: the promise of free and open source software / Samir Chopra and Scott D. Dexter - QA76.76.S46C56 2010
• Doing democracy: the MAP model for organizing social movements / Bill Moyer, with JoAnn MacAllister [i.e. McAllister], Mary Lou Finley, and Steve Soifer - HN 18 .M695 2001
• Fighting for the future of food: activists versus agribusiness in the struggle over biotechnology / Rachel Schurman and William A. Munro - HD 9000.5 .S3768 2010
• From comrade to citizen: struggle for political rights in China / Merle Goldman. JQ 1516 .G63 2005
• Gaviotas: a village to reinvent the world / Alan Weisman - GE160.C7W45 1998
• How to change the world: social entrepreneurs and the power of new ideas / David Bornstein - HN 18 .B6363 2004
• Internet politics: states, citizens, and new communication technologies / Andrew Chadwick - JF1525.A8C43 2006
• La Vía Campesina: globalization and the power of peasants / Annette Aurélie Desmarais - HD 1521 .D47 2007
• Liberation ecologies: environment, development, social movements / edited by Richard Peet and Michael Watts - GF 900 .L52 1996
• Long road to freedom: the Advocate history of the gay and lesbian movement / Mark Thompson, editor; introduction by Randy Shilts - HQ 76.8 .U5 L65 1995
• Moral politics: how liberals and conservatives think / George Lakoff - HN 90 .M6 L34 2002
• Parting the waters: America in the King years, 1954-1963 / Taylor Branch - E 185.61 .B7914 1988
• Persuasion and social movements / Charles J. Stewart - HN17.S827 2012
• Protest, power, and change: an encyclopedia of nonviolent action from ACT-UP to women's suffrage / editors, Roger S. Powers, William B. Vogele; associate editors, Christopher Krueger, Ronald M. McCarthy - HM 278 .P76 1997
• Rock the Casbah: rage and rebellion across the Islamic world / Robin Wright - JQ1758.A58W75 2011
• Rules for radicals: a practical primer for realistic radicals / Saul D. Alinsky - HN 65 .A675 1989
• Social conservatives and party politics in Canada and the United States / James Harold Farney - JC573.2.C2F37 2012
• Social movements, 1768-2008 / Charles Tilly and Lesley J. Wood - HM 881 .T55 2009
• Teachers as cultural workers: letters to those who dare teach / Paulo Freire - LB 880 .F73 P76413 2005
• The Arab awakening: the story of the Arab national movement / George Antonius - DS 63.6 .A73 1939
• The Arab revolution: ten lessons from the democratic uprising / Jean-Pierre Filiu - JQ 1850 .A91 F55 2011
• The Arab uprising: the unfinished revolutions of the new Middle East / Marc Lynch - JQ1850.A91L92 2012
• The creative community builder's handbook: how to transform communities using local assets, art, and culture / Tom Borrup - HN 90 .C6 B685 2006
• The future of peace: on the front lines with the world's great peacemakers / Scott A. Hunt - JZ 5540 .H86 2002
• The honor code: how moral revolutions happen / Kwame Anthony Appiah - HM836.A67 2010
- The Paulo Freire reader / edited by Ana Maria Araújo Freire and Donaldo Macedo - LB 880 .F73 S4513 1998
- The Power of the powerless : citizens against the state in central-eastern Europe / by Václav Havel et al. ; introduction by Steven Lukes ; edited by John Keane - IC 599 .E92 P68 1985
- The social movements reader : cases and concepts / edited by Jeff Goodwin and James M. Jasper - HM 881 .S64 2003
- The tipping point : how little things can make a big difference / Malcolm Gladwell - HM 1033 .G53 2000
- This changes everything : capitalism vs. the climate / Naomi Klein - HC79.E5K56 2014
- This is an uprising : how nonviolent revolt is shaping the twenty-first century / Mark Engler - JC328.3.E54 2016
- Understanding social movements : theories from the Classical Era to the present / Steven M. Buechler - HM711.B84 2011
- Waging nonviolent struggle : 20th century practice and 21st century potential / by Gene Sharp ; with the collaboration of Joshua Paulson and the assistance of Christopher A. Miller and Hardy Merriman - HM 1281 .S53 2005
- Winning revolutions : the psychosocial dynamics of revolts for freedom, fairness, and rights / J. Harold Ellens, editor - HM876.W56 2014 v.1 –v.3

COURSE: CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL MOVEMENTS: BOLIVIA

- Dispersing power : social movements as anti-state forces / by Raúl Zibechi ; translated by Ramor Ryan ; forewords by Ben Dangl and John Holloway - HN277.Z5313 2010
- From rebellion to reform in Bolivia : class struggle, indigenous liberation, and the politics of Evo Morales / Jeffrey R. Webber - HN273.5.W43 2011

COURSE: CULTURAL RESISTANCE & COUNTER-HEGEMONIC CULTURES

- Discipline and punish : the birth of the prison / Michel Foucault - HV 8666 .F6813 1995
• Commonwealth / Michael Hardt, Antonio Negri - JZ1318.H368 2011

COURSE: DIASPORA AND UNBELONGING

• Antigone / Sophocles; translator, J.E. Thomas - PA4414.O9T45 2005
• Climate change and displacement reader / Scott Leckie, Ezekiel Simperingham, and Jordan Bakker - HV640.L36 2012
• Climate change, forced migration, and international law / Jane McAdam - KZ6530.M33 2013
• Monolingualism of the other, or, The prosthesis of origin / Jacques Derrida; translated by Patrick Mensah - W17 P106.D456613 1998
• Of hospitality / Anne Dufourmantelle; translated by Rachel Bowlby - B2430.D483D6413 2000
• The great derangement: climate change and the unthinkable / Amitav Ghosh - PN56.C612G48 2016
• The Wretched of the earth / Frantz Fanon - DT 33 .F313 1963

COURSE: GENOCIDE, RESISTANCE, RESPONSE, AND RECONCILIATION

• Bury my heart at Wounded Knee; an Indian history of the American West / Dee Brown - W17 E81.B75 1971
• Safe area Goražde: [the war in eastern Bosnia 1992-95] / Joe Sacco - DR1313.32.G67S33 2000
• We wish to inform you that tomorrow we will be killed with our families: stories from Rwanda / Philip Gourevitch - DT 450.435 .G68 1998

COURSE: HATE CRIMES IN CONTEMPORARY U.S. AND EUROPE

• American swastika: inside the white power movement’s hidden spaces of hate / Pete Simi and Robert Futrell - E 184 .A1 S599 2015

COURSE: HISTORIES OF POWER: STATES & SUBALTERNS IN MODERN LATIN AMERICA

• The last colonial massacre: Latin America in the Cold War / Greg Grandin - F 1466.5 .G73 2004
• To die in this way: Nicaraguan Indians and the myth of mestizaje, 1880-1965 / Jeffrey L. Gould - F 1525.3 .C84 G68 1998
• Pathways of memory and power [electronic resource]: ethnography and history among an Andean people / Thomas A. Abercrombie - F2230.2.A9A24 1998eb
• The art of political murder: who killed the Bishop? / Francisco Goldman - BX4705.G419G653 2007
• Maya saints and souls in a changing world / by John M. Watanab - F 1465.2 .M3 W38 1992
COURSE: HISTORIES OF RACE

- Race: the history of an idea in the West / Ivan Hannaford - HT 1507 .H36 1996
- Slavery and slaving in African history / Sean Stilwell, University of Vermont - HT 1321 .S75 2014
- Slavery at sea: terror, sex, and sickness in the Middle Passage / Sowande’ M. Mustakeem - HT1332M87 2016
- The Atlantic slave trade / Herbert S. Klein - HT 1322 .K54 2010
- Where the Negroes are masters: an African port in the era of the slave trade / Randy J. Sparks - DT 512.9 .A56 S63 2014

COURSE: INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH METHODS IN HUMAN STUDIES

- Real research: research methods sociology students can use / Liahna Gordon, California State University, Chico H62.G6397 2016

COURSE: PLATFORMS OF THOUGHT: INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL THEORY

- An invitation to social theory / David Inglis with Christopher Thorpe - HM585.I64 2012

COURSE: POLITICS OF ISRAEL

- Adam resurrected / Yoram Kaniuk - PJ5054.K326A6713 1971

COURSE: PSYCHOANALYSIS AND POSTCOLONIALISM
• Black Hamlet / by Wulf Sachs - GN 273 .S25 1947b
• Dark continents : psychoanalysis and colonialism / Ranjana Khanna - BF 175. 4 .S65K43 2003
• The Wretched of the earth / Frantz Fanon ; preface by Jean-Paul Sartre ; translated by Constance Farrington - DT 33 .F313 1963

COURSE: THE DREAM OF THE 90’S: ALTERNATIVE CULTURE IN AMERICA

• Generation X : tales for an accelerated culture / Douglas Coupland - PR 9199.3 .C663 G46 1991

COURSE: VIOLENT LEGITIMATION OF POWER

• A world turned upside down : social ecological approaches to children in war zones / edited by Neil Boothby, Alison Strang, and Michael Wessells - HQ 784 .W3 W67 2006
• Bandits / Eric Hobsbawm - HV6441.H6 2000
• Between the devil and the deep blue sea : merchant seamen, pirates, and the Anglo-American maritime world, 1700-1750 / Marcus Rediker - VK57.R43 1989
• Discipline and punish : the birth of the prison / Michel Foucault ; translated from the French by Alan Sheridan - HV 8666 .F6813 1995
• Essays in understanding, 1930-1954 : formation, exile, and totalitarianism / Hannah Arendt - B945.A691 2005
• Profanations / Giorgio Agamben ; translated by Jeff Fort - BH 39 .A3213 2007
• State of exception / Giorgio Agamben ; translated by Kevin Attell - JF 256 .A3413 2005
• The world turned upside down : radical ideas during the English Revolution / Christopher Hill - DA 380.H53 1975